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a b s t r a c t
The conformations of monomeric 1,2-dichloropropane isolated in low temperature xenon matrix were
characterized experimentally using FTIR spectroscopy. The interpretation of the experimental spectra
was aided by ab initio MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd) calculations. Relative energies of three structures, differing by the orientation of the ClCCCl dihedral angle, fall within 0–6 kJ mol1 range. The spectral signatures of all three conformers were identiﬁed experimentally. Infrared irradiation of the matrix isolated
compound resulted in selective conversion of the most stable Trans conformer into the higher energy
Gauche+ rotamer, while the Gauche conformer remained unaffected. This result was interpreted in
terms of calculated energy barriers and dipole moments.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Chloroalkanes are organic compounds mostly known as environmental pollutants. They represent a class of potential human
mutagenic agents and carcinogens. One representative of this class
of compounds is 1,2-dichloropropane (1,2-DCP). It is a colorless,
ﬂammable liquid with a chloroform-like odor. The greatest use of
1,2-DCP is in making other organic chemicals, in particular perchloroethylene and several other related chlorinated chemicals.
In the past, 1,2-DCP was released into soil during its former use
as a fumigant to control root parasitic nematodes for a variety of
crops, and into air and in wastewater as fugitive emissions during
its production or use in chemical industry and applications as
solvent, scouring, spotting and metal degreasing agent [1]. If
released in air, 1,2-DCP will degrade by reaction with photochemically produced hydroxyl radicals (half-life >23 days). Therefore,
there will be ample time for dispersal as is evidenced by its still
usual presence in ambient air in regions where it is produced or
used [1,2]. Elimination from atmosphere by rain is, however, relatively efﬁcient due to its moderate water solubility (2.7 g/L). On the
other hand, this property facilitates appearance of 1,2-DCP as an
important pollutant of groundwater systems, where its estimated
half-life ranges from 6 months to 2 years [1,3].
In spite of its still very signiﬁcant uses and hazardous chemical
properties, 1,2-DCP has not attracted much attention regarding its
molecular properties, which are ultimately responsible for the
chemical and biochemical activities of the compound. Previous
studies on this compound in gaseous, liquid, amorphous solid
phases and in solutions revealed that in disordered phases
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1,2-DCP exists as a mixture of trans and gauche conformers, with
the form bearing two chlorine atoms in the trans position being
the most populated [4–12].
In more polar media, comparatively larger concentrations of the
two more polar gauche conformers were observed [9]. On the other
hand, at least two crystalline modiﬁcations of 1,2-DCP have been
observed spectroscopically [9]. According to Guirgis et al. [9], they
should contain different percentages of the 1,2-DCP conformers,
with each crystal containing predominantly a given conformer.
The particular type of crystal structure depends on crystallization
conditions: in the liquid phase or in polar solvents associates of
the minor (but more polar) gauche conformers might be more
stable than those built from the trans conformer, and then act as
occasional nucleating seeds for growth of crystals consisting
predominantly of one of the gauche conformers [9]. The two
crystalline modiﬁcations investigated by Guirgis et al. could not
however be characterized structurally, and a detailed study of
the solid phases of neat 1,2-DCP is still missing.
The previous studies on 1,2-DCP [4–12] showed the importance
of the local environment in determining the relative amounts of
different conformers of the compound. Since the compound has
never been studied before under cryogenic matrix conditions, in
the present study the matrix isolation technique coupled with
infrared spectroscopy (and supported by high-level theoretical
calculations) was used to investigate the conformational preferences of monomeric 1,2-DCP. In particular, two main questions
were addressed: (1) how the gas phase conformational equilibrium
of 1,2-DCP is affected by deposition of the compound in a low
temperature rare gas matrix? (i.e., can the gas phase equilibrium
populations of the 1,2-DCP conformers be efﬁciently trapped in a
cryogenic matrix?), (2) is it possible to induce conformational
isomerization reactions for the matrix isolated compound, either
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thermally (by annealing of the matrix) or photochemically (by
in situ irradiation of the matrix)?
It is worth noting that the low temperature matrix isolation
method is a powerful technique that can provide well-resolved
vibrational spectra of organic molecules and then has been used
successfully for many years to identify and characterize rotational
isomers, even when they possess closely matching spectra [13–16].
Moreover, besides the high intrinsic resolution of matrix isolation
spectra, the conformational composition of a given compound in
a matrix can very often be changed either thermally or photochemically [17], thus allowing a more reliable experimental identiﬁcation of different rotamers and their spectroscopic characterization. For 1,2-DCP, the trans conformer has already been
characterized spectroscopically in the past in some detail [4–12].
However, there is lack of reliable data for the two gauche
conformers.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental details
1,2-Dichloropropane was obtained from Aldrich (purity 99.5%).
A glass vacuum system and standard manometric procedures were
used to deposit the matrix gas (xenon, 99.995% obtained from Air
Liquide). Matrices were prepared by co-deposition of xenon and
1,2-DCP, onto a cooled CsI window, which was held during the
experiment at 20 K by means of a closed cycle helium refrigeration
system (APD Cryogenics, Displex 202 A). During the matrix deposition, a glass container with 1,2-DCP was thermostatted in ice/
water mixture at 273 K, which allowed to reduce the saturated
vapor pressure above the compound and to control better the
deposition process. The glass tube was attached to the vacuum
chamber of the cryostat via a needle valve kept at room temperature (298 K). This temperature then deﬁned the conformational
composition of the compound in the gaseous phase immediately
before deposition of the matrix.
The infrared spectra, in the range 4000–400 cm1, were recorded with 0.5 cm1 spectral resolution using a Mattson (Inﬁnity
60AR Series) Fourier Transform infrared spectrometer equipped
with a DTGS detector and Ge/KBr beamsplitter.
The samples were irradiated (through the outer KBr window of
the cryostat) with infrared light emitted by a kanthal wire electrically heated to an orange glow. Spectra were recorded after 210
and 400 min of IR irradiation.

experimental and calculated frequencies of the trans isomer were
used.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Geometries, energies and isotopes
The highest possible symmetry of the 1,2-DCP molecule is C1,
which means that all possible minima are formally different.
There is one chiral centre in the molecule, which can result in
two enantiomers (R and S). At the monomer level, they are spectroscopically, conformationally and energetically equivalent. Only
one form, with S conﬁguration around the chiral centre, was considered in this study, for simplicity. Different previous studies
described different chiral isomers of 1,2-DCP. The early work of
Nomura et al. [12] considered the S conﬁguration of 1,2-DCP,
similarly to the present study. The works of Tague et al. [11]
and of Guirgis et al. [9] reported geometries corresponding to R
enantiomer, and their notation for the gauche conformers is
opposite comparing to the present study. Whenever comparing
our results with these previous studies we took this into
consideration.
The 1,2-DCP molecule has only one conformationally relevant
degree of freedom, which is related to the ClCCCl dihedral angle (see Fig. 1). Considering three conformational possibilities
(Trans, 180°; +Gauche, 60°; and Gauche, 60°), unique names
can be given to the three possible conformers: Trans, Gauche+
and Gauche, respectively, from here abbreviated as T, G+ and
G. Indeed, these three minima have been found on the potential
energy surface of 1,2-DCP (Fig. 2).
According to the MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd) calculations, the global minimum corresponds to the T conformer, with the ClCCCl
torsional angle (H) equal to 173.6° (see Fig. 2 and also Table S1,
provided as Supplementary material), while for the less stable G+
and G conformers H = 66.0° and 67.2°, respectively. The G
and G+ conformers lay 5.5 and 5.8 kJ mol1 (ZPVE included),
respectively, above the global minimum.
Analysis of the relative energies and geometries shows that the
most stable structure is realized when the distance between the

2.2. Computational details
All calculations were carried out at the MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
level of theory using the GAUSSIAN 03 program [18]. At the optimized
geometries, the harmonic vibrational frequencies and infrared
intensities were calculated for all stationary points investigated
(the three different minimum energy conformations of the compound and three ﬁrst order transition states interconnecting
them). The obtained frequencies were used to assist the analysis
of the experimental spectra, and to account for the zero-point
vibrational energy (ZPVE) corrections and also to conﬁrm the
nature of the obtained stationary points. The identity of the calculated transition states was further veriﬁed by intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculations [19,20]. The calculated frequencies
were scaled by 0.940 above 2800 cm1 (CH stretching
vibrations), by 0.933 between 800 and 600 cm1 (CCl stretching
vibrations) and by 0.966 between 1600 and 800 cm1 as well as
below 600 cm1 (ﬁngerprint region). The scaling factors were
determined by linear ﬁtting with intercept zero, correlation coefﬁcients being between 1 and 0.9996. For the ﬁngerprint region 14

Fig. 1. Molecule of 1,2-dichloropropane and adopted atom numbering.
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Fig. 2. Internal rotation around the ClCCCl dihedral angle (H) in molecule
of 1,2-DCP. Lower frame: Relaxed potential energy scan calculated at the
MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level. Upper frame: Total molecular dipole moment of
1,2-DCP as a function of H. Arrows in both frames indicate two transition states
(TG+ and TG). Large dots correspond to the stationary points.

two chlorine atoms is maximal, i.e. when the ClCCCl dihedral
angle adopts the trans orientation. Such a conﬁguration allows
minimizing the repulsive interaction between chlorines – two
bulky negative units in 1,2-DCP. On the other hand, the stability
of the two gauche forms is predicted to be very close. Indeed,
upon accounting for the zero-point vibrational contribution,
the energies of G+ and G are within 0.3 kJ mol1, whereas for
the Gibbs free energies, this difference is reduced even more,
down to 0.05 kJ mol1 (see Table S2 in the Supplementary
material).
Chlorine element naturally occurs in two isotopes, 35Cl and 37Cl,
in the ratio of 75.78:24.22%, respectively. Combinations of 35Cl and
37
Cl result in four isotopic variations of 1,2-DCP molecule. In the
following text, the compound in its XClC(1)H2–YClC(2)H–C(3)H3 isotopic variety will be abbreviated as (X)(Y), where X and Y are
masses of chlorine isotopes at C(1) and C(2) positions. The natural
abundances of chlorine isotopes (let us call them (35)A and (37)A)
can be seen as the probability of the chlorine element to exist as
a given isotope. Assuming that bonding with 35Cl or 37Cl isotopes
occurs with the same probability, one calculates the probability
(X)(Y)
P of the (X)(Y) isotopic combination in 1,2-DCP as the product
of probabilities of occurrence of the particular isotopes, from the
following formula:
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P ¼ ðXÞ A  ðYÞ A;

where both X and Y assume values 35 and 37, (35)A and (37)A are the
natural abundances of 35Cl and 37Cl, respectively. Accordingly, the
(35)(35), (35)(37), (37)(35) and (37)(37) isotopic variations of
1,2-DCP have statistical weights of 57.426%, 18.354%, 18.354% and
5.866%, respectively. Formally, these four isotopic combinations
represent four different compounds, with different vibrational spectra and different thermochemistry.
In line with the calculated relative Gibbs free energies (0, 5.73
and 5.78 kJ mol1 for T, G and G+, respectively), the equilibrium
conformational mixture of 1,2-DCP at room temperature (298 K),
as obtained from the Boltzmann distribution, is expected to consist
of 83.6% T, 8.27% G and 8.13% G+ conformers, for the most abundant (35)(35) isotopic variation. The relative Gibbs free energies at
298 K for conformers of all four isotopomers of 1,2-DCP match each
other. Then, the equilibrium conformational populations (T, G
and G+) coincide for (35)(35) and remaining three isotopomers
(see Table S2).
In order to evaluate the possibility of conformational interconversions in matrices, the relaxed potential energy scan for rotation around the ClCCCl torsional angle was carried out and
energy barriers separating different conformers were calculated
(see Fig. 2). The barriers separating the most stable T isomer from
the less stable G and G+ conformers amount to 27.6 and
21.1 kJ mol1 (including ZPVE), respectively. The transition states
associated with the T M G and T M G+ isomerization processes
(TSTG and TSTG+) are characterized by H dihedral angles of
124.2° and 115.8°, respectively. These transition states have
associated imaginary frequencies of 120i and 102i cm1, respectively, corresponding to the internal rotation around the
C(1)–C(2) bond. The calculated barriers for conversion of G
and G+ conformers into the most stable T form are 22.1 and
15.3 kJ mol1. The direct isomerization between G+ and G
conformers faces the highest energy transition state (TSG+G) lying
38.3 kJ mol1 above the global minimum. This transition state
is characterized by H = 2.3° and the imaginary frequency
of 141i cm1. The calculated energy barrier for the direct
G+ ? G conversion is above 32 kJ mol1 and is then
5-10 kJ mol1 higher than those obtained for the T M G+ and
T M G processes.
The methyl torsional barrier in 1,2-DCP was also calculated in
this work. For all conformers it was found to fall within a narrow
range 14.5–14.9 kJ mol1 (at the MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level,
including ZPVE). Previous microwave studies on ethane [21] and
chloro-substituted ethanes (CH2ClCH3 [22] and CHCl2CH3
[23]) indicate that, in this series, the internal barrier for methyl
rotation increases with the number of chlorine atoms, amounting
respectively to 12.0, 14.8 and 17.8 kJ mol1. Further, the HF/
6-31G* calculated energy barrier for rotation of methyl group in
propane was 14.0 kJ mol1 [24]. Hence, the predicted barrier for
the methyl internal rotation in 1,2-DCP is within the expected energy range.
3.2. Matrix isolation experiments
Fig. 3 represents the experimental FTIR spectrum of 1,2-DCP
isolated in a xenon matrix, immediately after deposition at 20 K
(top frame). The experimental spectrum is compared with the
population-weighted simulated spectrum (middle frame) for
twelve individual species (considering all three conformers in all
four isotopic variations of the compound). This Figure also shows
the ab initio spectra for the three conformers T, G+ and G of the
most abundant (35)(35) isotopologue (bottom frame). For
the remaining isotopic modiﬁcations, the relative intensities of
the bands due to the different conformers are very similar to those
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Fig. 3. Top frame: Experimental infrared spectrum of 1,2-dichloropropane isolated in a xenon matrix at 20 K. Bottom frame: Spectra of T, G+ and G conformers, calculated at
the MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory for the (35)(35) isotopomer. Calculated intensities of conformers were population-weighted according to their relative Gibbs free
energies at 298 K. The calculated wavenumbers were scaled by 0.933 between 600 and 800 cm1, by 0.966 between 800 and 1600 cm1 and by 0.940 above 2800 cm1.
Middle frame: Simulated sum spectrum accounting for the natural isotopic abundance of chlorine atoms and the equilibrium populations of 1,2-DCP conformers at 298 K
(total of 12 combinations = 4 isotopic  3 conformational). The sum spectrum was simulated using Lorentzian functions centered at the calculated (scaled) frequencies and
with bandwidth-at-half-height equal to 2 cm1.

found for the (35)(35) isotopologue and were not included in Fig. 3
for simplicity.
The careful analysis of the experimental results clearly reveals
the presence in the matrix of small amounts of both G+ and
G conformers along with the dominant spectral signature of T
form. Moreover, the good match obtained between the experimental and simulated spectra shows that the conformational equilibrium existing in the gaseous phase prior to deposition could be
efﬁciently trapped in the matrix. This result is in agreement with
the relatively high isomerization barriers (>15 kJ mol1) obtained
theoretically (see Fig. 2).
Table 1 contains the observed and calculated frequencies and
results of normal coordinate analysis for 1,2-DCP (see Table S3
for deﬁnition of internal coordinates used in the vibrational calculations). The general assignment of the experimental spectrum was
carried out on the basis of comparison with the results obtained
theoretically. Moreover, the assignment of bands to different conformers was also facilitated by the comparison of the spectra registered before and after IR irradiation of the matrix (which, as
described below, led to conversion of T into G+ form, while
G conformer stayed unaffected).
The extended basis set [6-311++G(3df,3pd)] used in the present
theoretical calculations considerably improved the obtained
frequency values as compared with the results of MP2/6-31G*
calculations reported previously [9]. The comparison of our experimental results with the previous data [9] leads also to the conclusion that for the majority of the bands observed in the spectrum of
the matrix isolated 1,2-DCP, which could be assigned to conformer
T, the assignments closely follow those previously proposed for the
amorphous solid and gaseous phase. The main discrepancy
concerns the assignment of the CCl stretching vibrations. In ref.
[9], the mCCl(1) mode in T and G+ conformers in the amorphous solid state were assigned to features at 740 and 723 cm1, respec-

tively (the band due to the G was not observed).1 The present
study doubtlessly showed that in the spectrum of matrix isolated
1,2-DCP, the mCCl(1) bands due to the T and G+ conformers appear
as a doublet at 744.6/741.7 cm1 and as a multiplet at 759.6/
754.0/751.8 cm1, respectively. In turn, the bands at 733.8 and
731.5 cm1 shall be assigned to the mCCl(1) mode in G. On the other
hand, the bands due to the mCCl(2) vibration in the matrix isolated
1,2-DCP were observed at 676.0/672.2/669.0 cm1, for T; 622.3/
618.4 cm1 for G; and 632.0 / 627.8 cm1, for G+, while according
to the results of Guirgis et al. [9] the mCCl(2) bands in the spectra of
the amorphous solid state appear at 667 and 617 cm1, for the T
and G conformers, respectively (no band due to G+ conformer
has been detected in infrared).
At this point it should be emphasized that the observed splitting
in the region of mCCl vibrations is due to the isotopic effect. Fig. 4
shows the mCCl region of the spectra of 1,2-DCP monomers, with
the theoretically predicted spectra in the bottom frame. According
to the calculations, isotopic splitting for all conformers (T, G+, G),
including both mCCl(1) and mCCl(2) modes, amounts to 4±0.5 cm1.
Indeed, as mentioned above, all mCCl modes exhibit splitting of this
magnitude in the experimental spectra.
Further validity of spectral assignments was provided by results
of broadband infrared irradiation. After 210 min of irradiation, the
spectrum of the sample changed, while subsequent irradiation (up
to 400 min) did not induce further spectral changes, suggesting
that a photostationary state was achieved. The amount of reacted
compound was small and equal to ca. 5% of conformer T, whose
bands decreased upon irradiation. Assignment of the consumed
species to conformer T was straightforward since absorptions of
this conformer strongly dominated the spectrum of the matrix
1

[9].

Our deﬁnition of G and G+ conformers is opposite to the study of Guirgis et al.

Table 1
Experimental (xenon matrix, 20 K) and calculated [MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd)] wavenumbers and infrared intensities for T, G+ and G conformers of 1,2-DCPa
Conformer T
Exp.

Conformer G+
Calc.
m

Exp.
I

PED

Conformer G

Calc.
m

I

Exp.

Calc.

45 mCH3 as +43 mCH2 as
54 mCH3 as +48 mCH2 as
84 mCH3 as0

2996.5
–
2975.7

2998
2993
2977

5.0
1.5
9.1

65 mCH3 as +32 mCH3 as0
96 mCH2 as
64 mCH3 as +40 mCH3 as

88 mC–H
98 mCH2 s
106 mCH3 s
85 dCH3 as0
80 dCH3 as

2927.8
–
2870.0
–
–

2931
2919
2888
1462
1451

14.1
4.1
10.7
5.6
6.3

78 mC–H + 20 mCH2 s
76 mCH2 s +21 mC–H
103 mCH3 s
65 dCH3 as0 +23 dCH3 as
63 dCH3 as +17 dCH3 as0

PED

m

I

PED

0.9
6.4
7.8

94 mCH2 as
101 mCH3 as
93 mCH3 as0

2993.0
–
2973.3

2991
2989
2972

5.3
4.7
9.5

2954
2933
2890
1462
1456

2.6
4.8
6.6
7.8
5.6

88 mC–H
94 mCH2 s
105 mCH3 s
66 dCH3 as0 + 21 dCH2
76 dCH3 as

2949.1
2922.9
2864.0
1455.7
1443.5

2951
2919
2884
1461
1452

1.0
14.0
10.0
4.4
9.3

1444

4.9

74 dCH2 + 15 dCH3 as0

1434

4.4

94 dCH2

1435.5

1435

7.1

85 dCH2

1372

11.4

96 dCH3 s

1427.5
1425.8
1376.4

1371

7.1

99 dCH3 s

1368.9

1374

9.8

90 dCH3 s

1337

1.4

70 dC–H

1331.3

1326

7.3

52 dC–H + 31 wCH2

1323

14.1

56 dC–H +27 wCH2

1284
1238

1.3
14.1

72 wCH2 + 26 cC–H
59 cC–H + 19 twCH2 +16 wCH2

1279.6
1263.4

1279
1262

21.3
12.2

75 cC–H + 17 twCH2
61 wCH2 + 25 dC–H

1286
1255

14.0
23.1

53 wCH2 + 24 cC–H +11 mCC as
51 cC–H + 14 twCH2

1191

16.8

46 twCH2 + 14 cC–H +12 cCH3

1176

4.4

58 twCH2 + 16 cC–H

1200

0.9

60 twCH2 + 22 cC–H

1128

0.8

70 mCC as

1115

4.9

30 mCC as +19 cCH3 + 13 dC–H + 12 twCH2

1113.3

1114

1.0

48 mCC as + 17 cCH03

1067.8
1066.4
1064.7
1016.0
1014.5

1067

4.5

31 twCH2 + 18 cCH3 + 18 cCH2 + 13
mCC s

1176.4
1174.1
1116.7
1115.7
1075.3

1326.3
1325.0
1285.2
1258.4
1254.1
1199.0

1075

1.7

27 mCC s + 23 cCH03 +22 mCC as

–

1059

9.8

40 cCH3 + 13 cCH2 + 10 twCH2

1012

18.4

907.1
905.7
862.2
859.7
857.4
744.6(35Cl)
741.7(37Cl)

902

2.7

863

1.1

741

676.0
672.2(35Cl)
669.0(37Cl)
–

1190.3
1188.3
1128.7

1010

14.8

26 cCH03 + 18 dCCCl(1) + 15 cC–Cl(2) + 15 mCC as

999.3

994

8.9

44 cCH03 + 15 cC–Cl(2) + 10 mCC as

44 mCC s + 29 cCH3

1011.2
1009.4
1005.5
915.2

916

12.8

36 mCC s + 34 cCH3

913.4

910

9.6

44 cCH03 + 15 cC–Cl(2) +10 mCC as

65 cCH2 + 25 mCC s

883.0

880

1.8

57 cCH2 + 19 c CH03

878.3

878

1.1

56 cCH2 + 24 mCC s

30.0

73 mCCl(1)

747

23.0

72 mCCl(1

733.8(35Cl)
731.5(37Cl)

723

25.4

59 mCCl(1) + 11 dCCCl(1) + +10 mCCl(2)

676

38.5

63 mCCl(2) + 10 cC–Cl(2)

759.6
754.0(35Cl)
751.8(37Cl)
632.0(35Cl)
627.8(37Cl)

632

16.3

74 mCCl(2)

622.3(35Cl)
618.4(37Cl)

621

13.9

57 mCCl(2) + 15 mCCl(1) + 14 mCC s

400

0.7

47 dCCC + 34 cC–Cl(2)

411.0

410

4.0

22 cC–Cl(2) + 18 dCCCl(1) + 14 dCCCl(2) + 14 mCCl(1) + 13
dCCC + 12 mCC s

527

5.4

22 dCCCl(1) + 18 dCCC + 18 cC–Cl(2) + 16
mCCl(1) + 12 mCCl(2)

–

349

1.4

–

376

4.3

39 cC–Cl(2) + 30 dCCCl(2) + 13 dCCCl(1)

331

1.8

47 dCCCl(2) + 36 dCCC

–

282

0.3

–

307

0.2

41 dCCC + 17 dCCCl(2) + 14 cC–Cl(2) + 10 sC–C(3)

–

328

1.9

38 cC–Cl(2) + 25 dCCCl(2) + 18 dCCC

–
–

253
205

0.3
5.5

25 dCCC + 24 cC–Cl(2) + 19 mCCl(2) + 12
dCCCl(1)
57 dCCCl(2) + 14 dCCCl(1) + 10
mCCl(1) + 9 mCC as
90 sC–C(3)
51 dCCCl(1) + 19 dCCCl(2) + 15 dCCC +
11 cC–Cl(2)
92 sC–C(1)

529.7
528.0
525.9
–

–
–

247
187

0.02
0.9

87 sC–C(3)
49 dCCCl(1) + 23 dCCCl(2) + 22 dCCC

–
–

254
196

0.1
0.5

–

110

1.0

92 sC–C(1)

–

104

1.0

93 sC–C(3)
53 dCCCl(1) + 11 dCCC + 11 dCCCl(2) + 11 cC–
Cl(2)
83 sC–C(1)

–

113
a

4.1
1

44 cCH03 + 10 mCC as +16 cC–Cl(2) + 12
cCH3

1

131

Frequencies in cm , calculated intensities km mol . Calculated data refer to the most abundant chlorine isotopomer (35)(35). Calculated frequencies were scaled by 0.940 above 2800 cm1, by 0.966 below 1600 cm1 and by
0.933 for CCl stretching modes. The deﬁnitions of the internal coordinates are given in Supplementary Table S3 (Supplementary Material), only PED values P than 10% are included. See Fig. 1 for atom numbering.
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Fig. 4. Effect of broadband infrared irradiation on the spectrum of 1,2-DCP monomers isolated in a xenon matrix at 20 K(mCCl region). Top frame: Difference experimental FTIR spectrum, obtained as (spectrum of the sample after 210 min of
irradiation) minus (spectrum of non-irradiated sample). Negative bands decrease
and positive bands increase upon irradiation. Bottom frame: MP2/6-311++G(3df,3pd) calculated spectra of three conformers in four isotopic combinations of 1,2-DCP.
Calculated wavenumbers were scaled by 0.933. Calculated intensities were scaled
by the natural isotopic abundance of chlorine atoms. Middle frame: Simulated difference spectrum where T conformer (negative bands) quantitatively transforms
into G+ (positive bands). In the simulation, Lorentzian functions were centered at
the calculated (scaled) frequencies with bandwidth-at-half-height equal to 1 cm1.
Spectrum of conformer T was subtracted from that of conformer G+, while conformer G was zeroed in the simulation.

sample prior to irradiation. The infrared-induced spectral changes
are presented as a difference spectrum in top frame of Fig. 4. This
Figure shows also clearly that while the bands of T conformer
decreased in intensity, the bands belonging to G+ rotamer increased. The assignment of the growing bands to G+ turned to be
possible after comparison with the theoretically predicted spectra,
especially in the region of mCCl(1) and mCCl(2) vibrations, where the
bands belonging to the three conformers are well separated (see
Fig. 4).
Particularly interesting is the fact that the absorptions due to
G form did not increase upon irradiation. For example, the mCCl(1)
mode of conformer G was theoretically predicted at ca. 720 cm1,
between two strong mCCl absorptions of conformer T. No band
ascribable to the mCCl(1) (G) vibration increased upon irradiation
of the matrix (see Fig. 4). Indeed, comparison with the calculations
showed that all bands growing in the experiment have relative
positions, with respect to those of conformer T, that can only be
ascribable to conformer G+. Based on this observation, a theoretical
spectrum simulating irradiation-induced changes was constructed.
In this simulation conformer G was not included, while conformer T (all isotopic modiﬁcations) was assumed to convert into

conformer G+ only. The result of this simulation is presented in
the middle frame of Fig. 4. The simulated spectrum reproduces
very well the experimentally observed changes, including band
splitting caused by isotopic effects.
In order to verify this model (form T converts to G+ and form
G remains intact), the simulated changes were compared to the
experimental spectrum in the entire ﬁngerprint region. This comparison is presented in Fig. 5 and exhibits a good general agreement. Special attention was paid to the spectral regions where
absorptions due to G form were predicted, but no bands increased in these regions, thus supporting the presented
interpretation.
A possible explanation of non-conversion of conformer T into
G could be related with the potential energy proﬁle for the internal rotation around the ClCCCl dihedral angle. The height of
the torsional barrier in the T ? G+ direction is by 6.5 kJ mol1 lower than in the T ? G direction (see Fig. 2). This difference shall increase in the low temperature matrix even more. The total dipole
moment of the ‘reactive’ transition state TSTG+ is ca. 2.2D vs. 1.7D
for the ‘non-reactive’ transition state TSTG (these transition states
are indicated by arrows in the upper frame of Fig. 2). It should be
noted that the most stable structure of 1,2-DCP, namely conformer
T, possesses the lowest molecular dipole moment (0.56D, see
Fig. 2) among all stationary points. The difference in dipole moments implies that, in such polarizable medium as solid xenon,
TSTG+ undergoes a stronger stabilization with respect to T than
TSTG.
It must be noticed that though the effective torsional barriers
decrease in the xenon matrix comparing to the theoretically predicted values, they do not decrease to such extent to allow the
thermal relaxation of the minor conformers (G+ and G) into the
most stable form T. In a separate experiment, matrix samples were
subjected to annealing, in an attempt to induce thermal changes in
the relative population of the conformers. But even increasing the
sample temperature up to 60 K (i.e.; the point where an extensive
association of the compound starts) did not lead to any spectral
change that can be related with conformational isomerization.
One of the interesting points of the IR-induced photochemical
isomerization experiments now described is that the system under
study does not possess either a hydroxyl or an amine substituent.
Indeed, most of the IR-induced conformational isomerizations of
matrix isolated molecules reported hitherto deal with molecules
bearing hydroxyl or amine groups, whose stretching vibrations
(either the fundamental modes or the ﬁrst overtones) are excited
in the initial reaction step [25–31]. Following this initial step,
vibrational relaxation from the excited coordinate into the low frequency reactive coordinate takes place through a series of processes in cascade involving different vibrational states of the
reactant species, which might be assisted by the lattice to compensate the energy mismatch between the intramolecular energy
levels involved in the energy relaxation, converting the excess
internal energy of the guest molecule into lattice phonons
[25,32,33]. It has been suggested that in order to be efﬁcient, this
relaxation mechanism requires a low density of states of low energy, to prevent competition between the reactive channel and
non-reactive energy dissipation channels [25,27]. For molecules
having a high density of low energy vibrational states, as 1,2DCP (moreover without having a high energy vibrational mode
like the OH stretching vibration that can act as primary energy
acceptor), occurrence of IR-induced rotamerization can be taken
as an indication of existence of a strongly preferred relaxation
channel which couples the excited vibration (in this case presumably a C–H stretching mode) to the reactive torsional coordinate
[33]. The identiﬁcation of this relaxation channel is not a trivial
problem and is far beyond the capabilities of our experimental
facilities.
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Fig. 5. Effect of broadband infrared irradiation on the spectrum of 1,2-DCP monomers isolated in a xenon matrix at 20 K (ﬁngerprint region). The dotted rectangle(mCCl
region) is presented in Fig. 4 in more detail. Top (experiment) and bottom (simulation) frames correspond to the top and middle frames of Fig. 4, respectively. See caption of
Fig. 4 for explanation.

4. Conclusion
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Extensive conformational analysis has been performed for 1,2dichloropropane. The theoretical calculations predicted that the
trans conformer, characterized by the ClCCCl dihedral angle
of 173.6°, should be the lowest energy form and account for ca.
84% of the conformational population at 298 K. In agreement with
this result, conformer T was found to be the dominating form
trapped in low temperature Xe matrix. Two higher energy gauche
conformers (G+ and G) were also predicted by the calculations
to have populations of ca. 8% at 298 K, and could also be experimentally identiﬁed in the as-deposited xenon matrix of the compound. The spectrum of the matrix isolated compound is well
reproduced by the superposition of the theoretically calculated
spectra for individual conformers weighted by their predicted populations for the gas phase. This result indicates that the conformational mixture initially present in the gas phase was efﬁciently
trapped in the matrix.
Broad band IR irradiation of the matrix isolated 1,2-DCP led to
quantitative conversion of conformer T into G+, while the population of conformer G remained constant. Observation of IR-induced rotamerization in the studied molecule, which has a high
density of low energy vibrational states, can be taken as an indication of existence of a strongly preferred intramolecular vibrational
energy relaxation channel which couples the excited vibration (in
this case presumably a CH stretching mode) to the reactive torsional coordinate. In addition, the observation of only the T ? G+
isomerization could be correlated with the lower energy barrier
associated with this process when compared with the T ? G
conversion.
Annealing of the matrix to temperature of ca. 60 K was found
not to induce any isomerization process, which is consistent with
the relatively high predicted energy barriers for conformational
interconversion in 1,2-DCP.
Comparison of the calculated IR spectra for the three conformers with the experimental spectra, together with the results of the
irradiation experiment, allowed for a detailed assignment of the
experimental bands due to individual conformers of 1,2-DCP.
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